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proach), for the major and minor streets, respectively.
For the warrant for the interruption of continuous traf-
fic, the vehicular volumes are 630 and 53 vehicles/h,
Section 4C-11 of the Mti"TCD reviews principal factors
that may lead to selecting traffic-actuated control. How-
ever, there is a need for a detailed e¡ra.mination of war-
rants for traffic controls at multilane high-speed inter-
sections.

DEVELOPME}TT OF THE ANALYS$
TOOL

In this study, the IIICS-1S simulation model (the smaller
version of the üICS-1 model) was modiJied and used for
the purpose of evaluating alternative traffic control de-
vices, The single-intersection version of the IJTCS had
been successfully validated by Cohen (2) by using fielA
data collected from two intersections tlat differed widely
in geometry and location.

HaU (3) modified the IITCS-15 computer program to
provide t-ñe vehicle fuel-economy and ãir-pollution mea-
surements; careful study of the velocity patterns created
by automobiles traversing the intersection made it pos-
sible to estimate fuel consumption and air pollution re-
sulting from the use of various traffic controls.

For undivided major highways, the gap-acceptance dis-
tributions developed by Wagner (4) were used to modify
the IJTCS-IS model. These distr-ibutions represent the
gap-acceptance behaviors of drivers stopped at the stop
sign of a two-lane street intersecting with a four-lane
undivided highway.

For the case of divided highways, the gap-acceptance
distributions were developed from field observations
made in the present study. Six rural intersections in
Indiana were selected for this purpose, and they futJilled
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This paper involves the development of guidelines for traffic control
warrants at ¡solated intersections on high-speed rural highways by using
both field studies and traffic simulation. Gap-acceptance and delay
studies were performed at stop-sign-controlled rural ¡ntersect¡ons in
lndiana, and the result¡ng data were used to val¡date and mod¡fy the
UTCS-I program (known now as NETSIM). Two-way stop signs, pre-
timed signals, semiactuated signals, and fully actuated signals were eval-
uated over a range of traffic volumes on both major and minor ap-
proaches. Annual economic cost was used as a basis to develop criteria
for selecting the most appropr¡ate control type. The resulting warrants
are expressed in chart form.

The control of vehicular traffic at highïray intersections
has been one of the most studied areas in traffic engi-
neering. Intersections critically affect the efficiency,
capacity, and safety of a highway system. Not enough
information is available on traffic control alternatives
at isolated intersections on high-speed rural highways,jn+adicular at the-intersection oÈa multilane high-
speed major highway and a two-lane minor road located
in suburban or rural areas.

The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(Utff CO) (1) provides general guidelines for stop-sign
and signal warrants at intersections; however, these
guidelines do not distinguish between pretimed (pn) sig-
nals and vehicle-actuated (VA) control. Section 4C-3 of
the MIIICD states:

When the 85 percentile speed of the major street traffic exceeds 64 km/h
(40 mph), or when the intersection lies within the bu¡lt-up area of an
isolated community having a population of less than 10 000, the maxi-
mum vehicular volume warrant is 70 percent of the requirement above
(in recognition of differences in the nature and operational characteris-
tics of traffic in urban and rural environments and smaller municipali-
ties).

According to that statement, the minimum vehicular
volume warrant for traffic-signal installation for a four-
lane major street intersecting with a two-lane minor
street is 420 and 105 vehicles/h (total traffic per ap-

Two -Way Stop -Sign- Controlled
Intersection
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Table 1. Linear regression equations for averaç delay per vehicle on
divided and undivided stop-sign-controlled intersections.

Figure 2. Averaç delay values for minor'road
volume of 300 vehicles/h.

negression Equation

Y = 2.1368 + 0.001 841 (major volume)
+ 0,002 113 (minor volume) 0.71'l'l

z = 7.5543 + 0.001 054 (major volume)
+ 0.010 46 (minor volume) 0.8379 100.8126 0.000 01

Note: Y = Naperian logarithm (âverage delay per vehicle on und¡vided major highwây); and Z
= Naperian logarìthm {average delay per veh¡cle on divided mâjor highway).

"a = 0.05.

Table 2. Linear regression equat¡ons for average delay per vehicle at
s¡gnalized intersections.
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Regression Equâtion
Significance ! s,oo
ofF å

X = 2.6564 + 0.000 386 6 (ma.jor

volume)+ 0.001 861 (minor volume)
Y = 1.1239 + 0.002 862 (major

volume) + 0.003 43? (minor volume)
Z = l.B7l4 + 0.000 ?24 9 (major

volume) + 0.003 1?5 (minor voÌume)

0.?453 48.2861 0.000 01

0.8?84 0.000 01

0.?365 46.1393 0.000 01
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Note: X = Naper¡an logarithm (average delay for pretimed signalsl; Y = Naperian logar¡thm
(average delay lor semiâctuated control); and z = Naper¡an logôrithm {average delay
for fully actuated control).

"a = 0.05.

Figure 1. Averaç delay values for m¡nor-road
volume of 50 vehiclesih.

specific requirements. One of these requirements was
that the posted speed limit must be Sg km/h (55 mph) for
the major road and 64km/h (40 mptr) for the minor road.
A slow-motion film technique was adapted for securing
the necessary data, and gä.p-acceptanee distributions for
different maneuvers were obtained. By using the distri-
bution of driver type embedded in the IIICS program to-
gether with the average gap-acceptance values obtained

1400 vehicles/h), and three levels for minor traffic vol-
ümes (lOOJ0O, and S00 vehicles/h)r ¡pere eonsidered-

from the field study, a set of decile distributions of ac-
ceptable gaps ì,vas developed for various maneuvers.
These decile distributions were then embedded in the
simulation model.

In order to validate the delay values obtained from the
model, stop delays and move-up times were measured
from one of the films used in the gap-acceptance field
study. Statistical tests showed that there r,vas no signifi-
cant difference between the simulated and the observed
delay values at q = 0.05.

After the model ï¡as modified and validated, it was
used to perform a series of large-scale, two-way stop-
sÍgn-controlled intersection simulation runs. Four
levels of major traffic volumes (500, 800, 1100, and

The purpose of these simulation runs v/as to develop re-
gression equations for purposes of delay prediction.
Three replicate simulation runs were obtained for every
major-minor volume combination (+OO of simulation
time each). Average delay per vehicle measured in
seconds for major and minor roads was chosen to be the
delay measure for this study. Homogeneity of variances
for the replicated data was checked, and it was found that
the Naperian logarithm transformation was needed. Test
of normality \üas also checked, and a linear regression
equation was fitted to the transformed data for both di-
vided and undivided highways, as shovrn in Table 1.
Velocity profiles developed from the simulation runs
were used as an input to an adapted version of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency' s Automobile Exhaust
Emission Modal Analysis Model (5). Simitar linear re-
gression equations urere developei[to predict the amount
õf fuel cons-umed þer vehicte) within 122 m (400 ft) of
either side of the intersection, as a function of maior
and minor traffic volumes.

3.6
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Table 3. Costs and estimated lifetimes of control units.raore r. uosIs anq esümared ttïettmes ot control un¡ts- develOped, the equatiOns Were Combined tO form COm_

",""r,*. ^_*". 
posite plots, Figures 1 and 2 show two out.of the pos-

rt"^ rr""r,"r" stgr sible six plots of the average delay values (seconds per

Capital cost ,*,

Annual maintenance cost (g) z4o ,# 
ooo 

,åt-333f 300 veñicles/h, respectively. The composite plots in-
Annual emergency cost (g) ?b-100 1b0 4b0 dicated that the FA control causes the lowest average
Lifetime (yea¡s) 1b-Zo 20-25 1b-zo delay for the six minor_road traffiC volume levels. It
aMostlnCjiânarural'"-canbeobservedinFigure1thattheaveragede.1ayforbrwophasesisnar. a divided major highway (one that has a median) is

smaller than the average delay for an undivided major
highway for a minor-road traffic volume of b0 vehicles/h.

Table 4. Linear regression equations for annual accidents at signalized As the minor-road volume increases, the delay curve
and unsignatized intersecrions. 

sr rrvrrorr'Eu for the divided major highway shifts upward. This can
be e:çlained by the fact that the existence of a highway t

Iïïïïry" ;:ii?ä:å,if"i"#å::î:å"1"-åiil:i;å"å$J:1ï.iiJ
x=2.46l3*o,ooholdsforlowminor-roadvolumes;however,anincrease

+ minor votume) 0.426 b.b?3g 0.026 0 in the minor-road volume results in blockage of minor-y = 1.?235 + 0.000 ?04 7 (ma.ior volume road vehicles from the median and a consequent spillback+ mino¡ volume) 0 825 85 2934 0.000 01 occurs. In the case of a spillback, the simulation model
randomlyassignsamovementdecisionforavehic1etooracc¡rJentsrorsisnalizedíntersections determine whether it witl join the spillback. This causes¡c=0'0s 
disturbance in the major-ioad flow, resulting in a reduc-

sisnarized rntersection srudies :'Jå;ijii3j3::ff;iJri:e¡t.increase 
in the averag

It was noticed that the SA control causes less averageSignal timing is regarded as a critical variable affecting delay than the pR control at low minor-road volumes.delay at intersections; for that reason, careful considei- As the minor-road volume increases, the intersectionation was given to this matter. of the SA control line and the pR control line shifts toThree control alternatives \¡/ere considered: .pretimed the left. Based only on the average delay analysis, the(PR), semiactuated (sA), and rutty actuàié¿ (i;alï*i"åi- FA control appears to be the best controt alternative atsystems, each with the same levels of traffic volume, any major- oï minor-road volume. However, the evalu-For the PR signal, a cycle length of B0 s was assumed, ation of a control alternative must also consider theand the durations of the major- and minor-road phases safety aspects. In addition, the equipment cost shouldwere timed to minimize delay. For the SA control, a also be considered. It was therefore decideo to performminimum green interval of 36 s was adopted for thé ma- an economic cost analysis that considered the costs ofjor road. Assuming that the detectors are located bb m control_unit construction and maintenance, vehicle op_(fgO tt) back from the stop line on the minor approach, eration, accidents, and delay.
a vehicle extension duration time of B s would be suffi_
cient for a vehicle to travel from the detector to the stop Economic Cost Analysisline. The initial interval and maximum extension dura_
tion times were taken to be t2 s and 24 s for the actuated Control-unit construction and emergency and normalphase of the minor-road approach. The durations of the maintenance cost data were obtained from the Indianainitial interval, vehicle extension, and maximum exten- state Highway Commission. The capital cost, routinesion were assumed to be 16, 4, and 64 s, respectively, maintenãnce cost, emergency cost, and estimated lifefor the major-road phase of the FA control. The cor-' for flasher, PR signal, and actuated control signals are '..
responding values for the minor-road phase were 12, 3, shown in fâ¡te S. In the absence of actual information,and 27 s' The time durations of the actuated phases-for the SA control costs were assumed to be an average ofthe SA and FA controts were kept the same under the those for FA and pR controls. In reality, the SA con-different levels of traffic demand. trol costs might be higher; however, since trre equip-

Annual emergency cost ($)
Lifetime (yea¡s)

75- 100
15-20

'Most lndiâna rural intersections have both flashers ând stop signs_bTwo phase siqnal.

Table 4, Linear regression equations for annual accidents at signal¡zed
and unsignalized intersections.

" Significance
R' F ofF'

X = 2.4613 + 0,000 224 6 (major volume
+ minor volume) 0.426 b.b?39 0.026 0

Y = 1.7235 + 0.000 ?04 ? (ma.ior volume
+ minor volume) 0.825

4he assumpíion of a fixed eyele length for all Èraffic ment cosf isvrry smill cémparediith fhe acclilenfãñfcontrol alternatives might have negated some of the ad_ delay costs, this will not affect the results significanily.vantages of SA and FA signals, especially at low traffic Assúming tÍrat the life of all signals is 20 years and thatflow rates. The cycle length assumed for pR signals they havã no salvage value, the equivalent uniform annualhad a higher value than the optimum cycle length required costs were estimaied to i": Eiáeil-çáo¿¿, $oz¡0, 
"n¿to minimize traffic delay because the major_road ap_ $13 b22 i"" n""tô",-pR, SA, and FA controls, respec_proaches were of the high-speed t5zpe and their safety tively.

should be incorporated. No information is available re_
garding the required increase in the optimum cycle Vehicle Accident Costs
length for such intersections; therefore, it was felt that
the 80-s cycle duration was a reasonable assumption, Accident records for stop-controlled, pretimed signal,
Since the initial runs indicated satisfactory results, no and actuated controlled intersections on Indiana state
changes were made in the signalized logic of the model. highways were collected for the years 1g74, 19?5, and
Delay regression equations were developed for the three tg76, ¿n analysis of variance test was performed, andcontrol alternatives, and they are shown in Table 2. it was found thát the accident rates for Jtop_controlled

ANALysrs oF REsuLr, :T!ï:;1å"iååiå:li#:'ï'yl åTri;:.åi',ïåtH:îå";,
perav Analvsis titr":":l-"iÎäî#JJ.'T""i,i*åTf:ä"å"ï.fffHå":ï
Afrer the deray equarion for each control auernative was 3äffiå:T#:i:i:iäfjå,Tï;,#:ji"l,tåí,""*0"åiåt3i*"r-



ized intersections to be used in estimating an annual
number of accidents, as shown in Table 4.

One survey of particular relevance to this research

13

this study. By using the severity fractions, the direct
costs, and the indirect-cost value, the weighted aver-
age cost per accident was found to be $1595.

was performed by HeJaI and Mrcnael \þ/ to evaruate tne
direct cost per rural accident in Indiaña. By updating
the accident cost values to 1978 prices with the aid of
the appropriate consumer price indices, the figures
were estimated to be $25 954, $59?1, and $845 for
fatal, personal injury, and property-damage-only acci-
dents, respectively.

In order to determine the average cost of an accident,
the study conducted by Abramson (?) was used; in this
study, the results of statewide accident in:formation from
Illinois, Massachusetts, Utah, and New Mexico were
used. By assuming that the results of this study are ap-
plicable to the state of Indiana, the fractions of fatal,
personal injury, and property-damage-only accidents
were estimated to be 0.0041, 0.0826, and 0.9133, re-
spectively.

A recent study by Wuerdemann (B) proviOed national
indirect costs of motor vehicle acciîents. An average
indirect cost value of $160/accident was adopted from

Automobile Operating Cost

Knowing the quantity of gasoline consumed in driving a
vehicle through an intersection under the four types of
control alternatives, as simulated by the UTCS-IS
model, permitted gasoline cost calculations. It was
assumed that the average cost of gasoline was 17 cents/L
(64 cents/gal) in 19?8. Federal and state gasoline taxes,
which accounted for 3.5 cents/L (13 cents,/gal) of this
price, are returned to the road user through maintenance
benefits. Hence, the actual gasoline operating cost was
assumed to be 13.5 cents/L (51 cents/gal).

Winfrey (9) estimated the other automobile operating
expenses (tiies, oil, maintenance, and depreciatioil on
the basis of empirical data. By updating these prices to
1978 dollar values, it was found that the other operating
costs were 1.980 and 1.806 cents/vehicle for major- and
minor-road signalized approaches, respectively. As for

Figure 3. Annual cost for divided major-road
¡ntersect¡ons controlled by stop sign.
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Figure 5. Annual cost for divided major-road
intersections controlled by PR signal.
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.Figure 6. Annual cost for divided-highway intersections
controlled by SA signal,

Figure 7. Annual cost for divided-highway ¡ntersections
controlled by FA signals.
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Figure 8. Annual cost for different levels of minor-road volumes.
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stop-controlled intersections, the values were 0.806 and
1.806 cents,/vehicle.

Delay Cost

A previous study by Thomas and Thompson (10) provided
the magnitude oi sávings in travel time as a Fnction of
motorist income by trip purpose. Knowing the median
family income in Indiana, and assuming an average auto-
mobile occupancy of 1.5 persons/vehicle and that one-
third of the trips on rr.ral highways are for work and the
rest for other purposes, the magnitude of delay costs
was estimated.

Total Annual Cost

By substituting the individual cost items in the following
equation, the total annual cost per combination of traffic
volumes on major and minor roads was calculated for
each control alternative separately:

fz
TAC= AAC+ EACMC+I > 1ANC, + AOOC) X ADT¡

Li='

800 1000
t{qior Volumt

t200 1400
VPH

+ ADC x AorJ x 36s

800 1000

Moior Voluna

(l)
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Figure 9. Control alternatives for different major- and
minor-road volumes on the basis of min¡mum total
annual cosl.

any major-road traffic volume. This value varies from
about 80 vehicles/h for a major-road traffic volume of
400 vehicles/h to 35 vehicles/h for a major-road traffic

highway. A PR signal is warranted when the minor-
road traffic vohDne is greater than about 240 vehicles/h
and the major-road traffic volume is greater than about
1100 vehicles/h.

The warrant for the PR signal rather than the FA con-
trol at high traffic volumes on both major and minor
roads is probably called for because, as the minor-road
volume increases, a queue builds up at the minor-road
approach to the intersection, and the fixed cycle length
of a PR signal causes less delay than extending the green
phase of an FA control to its maximum extension duration.

A control unit equipped with a gap-reduction feature
and a variable initial-interval feature (volume-density
control) was thought to be a better alternative for re-
ducing average delay per vehicle for this situation until
several simulation runs with a volume-density control
were tried. The results showed that the average delays
per vehicle e:rperienced by using this control were higher
than those observed for the PR and FA controls. Since
the capital and maintenance costs for the volume-density
control are higher than the costs for PR signals, it is
doubtful that volume-density control would be a better al-
ternative at high volumes.

CONCLUSIONS

A methodology for selecting the best control alternative
at isolated intersections on high-speed rural highways
has been presented in this paper. The warrants for a
specific traffic control alternative, as indicated in Fig-
ure 9, \¡/ere based on the criterion of minimum total
annual cost. The annual cost included (a) annual acci-
dent cost, (b) construction and maintenance cost of
equipment, (c) fuel cost, (d) nonfuel operating cost, and
(e) delay cost.

Similar analysis could be done by considering any of
the individual cost items. In addition, the information
generated by the model can also be used to evaluate
trade-off relationships involving the various cost items
with respect to the different control alternatives. Such
an evaluation can provide an indication of the relative
advantage gained by one control over other alternatives,
with respect to, say, safety versus gasoline use.

In order to estimate the ADT values, the hourly vol- ACKNOWLEDGMEIIT'
umes generated by the simulation model were adjusted
by a ratio of peak-hour to average daily traffic. Since This research was conducted with the financial supportpeak-hour traffic is not as appa+ent-on rulal faeiliÈies of the .Ioht Highway Research project of purdurUni-
as it is on urban facilities, a minimum threshold ratio versity and thã Indiâna State Highwäy Commission. We
between ADT and peak-hour volumes of I percent was are soiely responsible for the rãsults and opinions ex-used. pressed in the article.

The detailed individual cost estimates of the control
alternatives are given for each level of major- and
minor-road volume combination in Figures 3-7. trirr-
thermore, the total annual cost values are included.
These values were then plotted against major-road vol-
umes for different levels of minor-road volumes (b0,
100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 vehicles/h), and they are
shown in Figure L To develop traffic control war-
rants based solely on traffic demands of major and minor
roads, an accepted criterion should be selected, By us-
ing the total annual cost as the adopted criterion, a chart
(Figure 9) was developed to show bìundary lines for the
control alternatives under consideration. Similar charts
can be developed for other cost criteria,

A closer look at the chart reveals that stop-sign con-
trol is warranted for a divided highway when the minor-
road traffic volume is less than about g0 vehicles/h for

TÀ

E

g

.s

where

TAC = total annual cost ($),
AAC = annual accident cost ($),

EAMAC = equivalent annual construction and mainte-
nance cost ($),

AFCr = average fuel cost for major approach ($/
vehicle),

AFCz = average fuel cost for minor approach ($/
vehicle),

AOOCr = averâge.other operating cost for major ap-
proach ($/vehicle),

AOOC¿ = âverage other operating cost for minor ap-
proach ($/vehicle),

ADT1 = average daily traffic for major approach
(vehicles/day),

ADT¿ = average daily.traffic for minor approach
(vehicles,/daY),

ADC = average delay cost ($/vehicle), and
ADTg=ADTr+ADT¿,
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Use of EC-DC Detector for Signallzatton
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of High-Speed Intersections

This paper describes a new detector-controller configuration ¡ntended to
minimize the d¡lemma-zone problem at signalized ¡ntersections on
high-speed roads. lncluded are a complete funct¡onal and electrical de-

script¡on of the des¡gn, the findings of a field test, and a comparison with
two existing designs. The new design uses a basic, actuated, digital con-

troller operated in the nonlocking mode. An approach that has a design

speed of 89 km/h (55 mph) has an upstream detection loop located 1 17

m (384 ft) back from the intersection and a middle loop 77 m (254 ft)
back. A loop at the stopline ¡s 8 m (25 ft) in length and is connected to
a novel extended-call-delayed-call (EC-DC) detector that ¡s able to
change from an EC model to a DC unit at the strategic moment during
the green interval. ln effect, the change disconnects the stopline loop,
leav¡ng the other two loops to control the extension and termination of
füe green. The controller and detectors are off'the-shelf un¡ts that re-

quire no internal modification. The only special-logic ¡tems are two re-

lays mounted on the back panel. The design does not pose a ma¡nte'
nance problem. A test ¡nstallat¡on in Georgia significantly reduced con-
flicts associated with the dilemma zone' A comparison with two exist-
ing designs shows that the EC-DC configuration costs somewhat more
than the EC design but is superior ¡n three operational categor¡es. lt ¡s

less expensive than the density design and is superior in four operational

Drivers face a "dilemma zone" or "zone of indecision"
at signalized intersections where approach speeds are
56 km/h (35 mph) or higher. If the yellow comes on
while tlre driver is in this zone, an abrupt stop may
produce a rear-end collision. The decision to go
through, on the red, may produce a right-angle acci-
dent. The tra"ffic engineer can install a vehicle-
actuated signal controller and appropriate detection
in order to attempt to minimize the untimely display
of yellow. This paper describes a new detector-
controller design to meet this objective.

The new design was made possible by the following
three recent breakthroughs in driver-behavior re-
search and hardware technology:

1. The boundaries of the dilemma zones for various
approach speeds are now knorvn with reasonable ac-
curacy.

2, Digital controllers permit the unit extension to
be tailored to tenths of a second.

3. Loop detectors are now available off the shelf
that have both extended-call (EC) and delayed-call (DC)
features as standard equiPment.

A number of advanced detector-controller confígura-
tions for isolated intersections on high-speed roads
have been reported in the literature. Most of these
were summarized in a design manual published by the
Federal Highway Administration in 1977 (!. Concur-
rently, Zegeer @) reported excellent results in
Kentucky with a particular configuration known as a
green-extension system. In 1978, Parsonson (Q dis-
cussed the state of the art and concluded that there
appears to be an unmet need for a desígn for high-
speed roads that has the following characteristics: (a)
loop-occupancy features; (b) basic, actuated controller
with nonlocking detection memory; (c) EC detection;
(d) short atlowable gap, primari þevenI-requen-
"max-out" (which may well show a yellow to a vehicle
in the dilemma zone); and (e) dilemma-zone protection
over a wide range of speeds. Parsonson then proposed
a new detector-controller configuration to meet these
objectives and analyzed it on the basis of seven criteria
set forth for evaluating any proposed design. In re-
sponse to a discussion of the paper by Clark $), Par-
sonson modified the design in his closure Qrp. a2)
and stated that his proposal would soon be field tested in
Gwinnett County, Georgia.

The present paper provides a complete functional and
electrical description of the modified design, reports
the findings of the Gwirmett field test, and compares
the new configuration with the most commonly used
existing designs.

FUNCTTONAL OPERATION

The design uses a basic, actuated controller operated




